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2020: The year we’ve long awaited!

Dear Member,
At last, the long-awaited year is upon us: 2020! It has such a nice ring to it. Vision 2020. 20/20
eyesight. The beautiful round numbers of 2020 seem to call to us with a promise of a new era! Will
this be the year that we finally get our flying cars and personal jetpacks?

Berjaya Clubs

Whether that is the case or not, one thing for sure is that we are called to advance as a society.
One of the key tenets of Vision 2020 is to have a caring society, for example. It doesn’t take great
technology to bring that about. A great heart and attitude will do.
Be that as it may, technology is always something that can be a great aid to our development as
humanity. And in this historic issue of Club Times, we look at The Age of Digital Entrepreneurship
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as our cover story and the coming of 5G technology as well. Looked at together, the advent of
advanced technologies opens up huge new possibilities for the upcoming generation – and the
existing ones as well. How do Facebook and Instagram and whatever’s around the corner provide
a platform for a livelihood that was unimaginable just one generation ago? Let’s find out.
At the same time, let’s discover the historical attractiveness of Kedah, with our Top 5 article this
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quarter highlighting five must-see locations in that great northern state of our country. And with
the Olympics coming around the corner, we take a look at another historical masterpiece – karate,
which will be making its debut as an Olympic sport this year.
Finally, chill out and enjoy a read about boba tea. Is it as bad – or as good – as people make it
out to be? Malaysia is home to dozens of boba tea brands, and we’re proud of it, so let’s find out
about it. On the matter of F&B and R&R, be sure to check out the Members’ Privileges that we
have planned for your and your family’s enjoyment, and as always – I’ll see you down at the club!

Yours faithfully,

Khor Poh Waa

Director of Berjaya Clubs
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JANUARY 2020
FRIDAY - SUNDAY

15 - 16 FEBRUARY 2020 SAT & SUN
14 & 15 MARCH 2020 SAT & SUN

Bukit Kiara New Year Show

Monthly Training Competition

For more information, contact Equestrian Centre
03-2094 1979 / 2094 1903

For more information, contact Equestrian Centre
03-2094 1979 / 2094 1903
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JEBRUARY 2020
SATURDAY

Chinese New Year Lion Dance
Acrobatic Performance
For more information, contact Member Relation
& Club Comm. 03-2093 6308
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Cover Story

The Age of Digital

Entrepreneurship

Digital technologies are helping a generation of online entrepreneurs
build their businesses online, including in Malaysia. The digital
environment has naturally lent itself to entrepreneurial activity; as
the start-up capital is low or not needed. This has allowed online
entrepreneurs to sell to a global audience and supplement their careers.
Facebook and Instagram have provided platforms for entrepreneurs to
establish and discover new opportunities. Malaysians are using such
platforms to create a portfolio, and selling products as well. New startups are coming up around the world because of the vast amount of
knowledge that has been shared on various platforms like Facebook
and Instagram.
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About Facebook:
What was its initial
objective?
When Facebook was built
in 2004, it was to bring
the social experience of
college to the internet. Its
now-famous founder Mark
Zuckerberg wanted to build an
environment that helps college
students connect with one
another. But that changed –
Facebook today has become
an entrepreneurial platform
through its ability to develop
social infrastructure that gives
people the power to build a
global community that works
for all of us.

Cover Story

What is Facebook today?
Zuckerberg has been asked
the question of what Facebook
is, over and over since
2006. The answer keeps
on changing along the way.
Facebook has grown from a
site where college students
would accept each other as
friends, to one of the biggest
and most influential companies
on the globe. Billions of users
and the power to connect and
affect economic and political
landscapes is what Facebook
is all about today. Facebook
allows people to search for
and draw attention to their
own issues.
How does it help to build
successful entrepreneurs,
and who are they?
Facebook
helps
build
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successful
entrepreneurs
through
a
well-planned
Facebook marketing strategy
which helps them reach
their target audience. As an
entrepreneur, work on what
you know best and use
Facebook as a platform to
improve your reach. This adds
more value to the business by
nurturing customers, improve
awareness
and
provide
more resources for the
market audience. Successful
entrepreneurs have a specific
vision. They pinpoint the exact
problem that they’re trying to
solve. Start a company if you
actually know what it is that
you want to build.
One question that keeps
arising as Facebook carries
on, is how long the platform
can sustain itself in the market

due to demographics and
interests changing – and with
new platforms coming up.
There is concern about the
aging of the demographic
inhabiting Facebook. Younger
users are shifting towards
other social media platforms.
Even though many of them are
still interacting with Facebook’s
Instagram; more of them are
going to competitors like
Twitter. Twitter has a robust
and
reliable
technology
infrastructure like Facebook
thus closing in its competitive
edge. Such competitors
attract smart and experienced
engineers, but Facebook
invents new tools and
technologies. So, Facebook
still has more to go in the
market despite demographics
and interests changing.

Cover Story

On Instagram: its target
audience and their habits
Instagram was launched
in October 2010. When
Facebook bought Instagram
in 2012, it had just 30 million
users. Today, Instagram has
more than a billion users.
Users between the age of
18 to 34 years make up the
majority of Instagram users.
A deep understanding of
Instagram’s target audience
is essential for a successful
Instagram marketing strategy.
Know what intrigues and
motivates the audience, to
produce the right content
to engage them. Habits of
Instagram users include liking
a lot of photos, commenting,
and leaving feedback.
What are the prospects of
Instagram becoming the
most successful platform
for entrepreneurship in the
next five to ten years? Since
the launch of Instagram nine
years ago, it is fast becoming
one of the leading social
media platforms. Where the
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platform really shines is in the
level of user engagement.
Engagement with brands on
Instagram is ten times higher
than on Facebook, 84 times
higher than on Twitter, and 54
times higher than on Pinterest.
Instagram will be one of the
most successful platforms
in five to ten years to come,
if these trends continue.
Instagram accumulates about
four billion likes per day. So,
using Instagram puts your
business in front of the right
audience. What sets the
prospects of Instagram high
is the ability for businesses to
show their products without
overtly advertising them.
Can Instagram replace
Facebook and Twitter in
the future?
Ever since the purchase
of Instagram by Facebook,
it has been kept relatively
independent. Now Instagram
is entering an all-new era
where the child bests the
parent. Instagram’s future
is arguably brighter. While

Facebook and Twitter usage
declines, Instagram flourishes.
Instagram is made for the
phone. With 80% of social
content being consumed in
a mobile environment, it’s
a structural significance for
Instagram. According to Infinite
Dial study from Edison, usage
of Facebook among young
Americans aged 12 to 34
declined sharply between 2017
and 2018. Direct commerce
on Twitter and Facebook does
not come out naturally. But on
Instagram, commerce is woven
so tightly into the experience,
it feels like a very natural
extension of the platform.
What will entrepreneurship
likely look like on Instagram
in the future?
Being successful on Instagram
is likely to change in the future
– simply using clever hashtags
and posting regularly won’t
be enough to cut it. To get
more followers and likes in the
future, getting to know about
the right tools and trends will
be key to building a robust
Instagram presence.
The good news is, the bar for
entry is low enough that anyone
with interest and determination
can make a credible effort at
starting up their own business
on Instagram and others.

The New Gen

The Digital Transformation:

5GFor You & Me

5G is big in the technology news lately and promises to
transform people’s lives. All the big telecom companies
are talking about 5G and how it will change everyday
life for millions of people, but what is 5G and why is it
so important?
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What is 5G?
5G is the next generation of
wireless technology. There
have been four previous
generations,
from
1G
(analogue cellular) all the
way up to 4G, which most
countries have. The current
wireless technology, 4G and
4G LTE is faster and more
responsive than previous
iterations of wireless, allowing
for better web functionality for
smartphones. 5G promises
lower latency (lag time) and
faster throughput as well as
a more reliable network. The
changes brought about by
5G will support more devices
than ever before, allowing
more smart devices and
autonomous vehicles without
a glitch. People who are used
to using AI and smart devices

The New Gen
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in their lives will find it even
easier to use them. Smart
devices and AI will become
more accessible to people
who haven’t been able to
purchase them before.
One downside of 5G is that 4G
devices are incompatible with
that network, so companies
will have to support both
networks for a time until most
people have switched over to
5G. Companies will have to
support 4G as well, while 5G
is being introduced.

How is 5G an Improvement
Over 4G LTE?
Besides being faster and
capable of handling more
devices, the benefits of 5G will

improve lives markedly. 5G has
none of the capacity limitations
that 4G has, improving
connectivity to homes and
businesses like never before.
The infrastructure will also
benefit from 5G as now power
plants, water and sewage
plants, and shipping services
will be able to use IoT (Internet
of Things) technology to track
equipment, run automated
testing
and
report
to
controllers, and even provide
commands to smart devices
to control them without the
lag time 4G had. Thus, even
those people who do not
use smart devices will benefit
from 5G from simply using the
infrastructure in their day-today lives.

The New Gen
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When Will Malaysia Get 5G?
In November 2019, Celcom
Axiata and Maxis signed a joint
agreement that states they
will simultaneously provide
a 5G network infrastructure
to Malaysia. In July, Celcom
had debuted a live 5G test
cluster, and its rival, DiGi.
com created an OpenLab in
5G in Cyberjaya. Celcom is
introducing 5G early in 2020,
and Maxis is aiming for rolling
out 5G during the latter half of
2020.
To boost 5G technology, the
Malaysian Government is
offering a RM50 million grant
to companies that develop

the 5G infrastructure. It is also
offering matching grants up to
RM25 million for pilot projects
working with 5G and fibre
optics for the infrastructure.

5G Will Boost the Malaysian
Economy
One of the upsides of
introducing 5G is that it will
boost the economy. According
to a study by Cisco, by 2025,
Malaysian telecoms stand to
make RM3.76 billion in profits
just by switching to 5G. This
will have a great economic
impact on the country as more
people switch to 5G. Are you
excited to have 5G technology
in the palm of your hand?

Top 5
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Fascinating History in Malaysia:

Kedah

Situated in Northwest Malaysia, Kedah is a lush land
full of waterfalls, exquisite beaches, verdant forests,
and unique geography. It’s also an island paradise
for bird and butterfly watchers as well as providing
a habitat for exotic wildlife species such as flying
monkeys, squirrels, snakes, foxes, and monitor lizards.
Kedah also offers a rich cultural experience that’s
steeped in history. Following are just five of Kedah’s
main attractions that you should check out.

Langkawi
The Langkawi archipelago
consists of 99 islands, many of
which are sparsely populated
with little tourist trade, while
others feature luxury amenities
designed to provide visitors
with a comfortable and
relaxing travel experience.
The south-eastern islands are
preferred by tourists because
of its white sand beaches,
nightlife, spectacular sunsets,
and lush forested areas. You’ll
find everything from vibrant
nightclub scenes to secluded
beaches here that are ideal for
wildlife viewing.

Top 5

Bujang Valley
A must-see destination for
history and archaeology buffs,
the Bujang Valley is Malaysia’s
richest archaeological region.
You’ll see prehistoric temples,
a brick monument dating back
to AD 110 that is the oldest
remaining manmade structure
in Southeast Asia, and relics
that include Hindu icons,
ceramic pottery, personal
ornaments, metal tools, stone
tablets, and other artefacts
of the ancient civilisation that
flourished there.
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Paddy Museum
Opened in 2004 on land
owned by the Malaysian
Agricultural
Development
Authority, the Paddy Museum
celebrates rice paddies and
their contribution to Malaysia’s
culture.
The
three-story
structure features impressive
murals created by 60 different
talented painters from North
Korea, and the exterior of the
building is designed to look
like bushels of rice paddies.
Exhibits include tools used
in rice production, and the
museum is open from 9 am
until 5 pm. The museum’s
top floor features a revolving
platform with cinema seats
where guests enjoy a trueto-life panorama of artist
renderings of rice paddies.
Rice is the most cultivated
crop on the planet.

Top 5

Tun Mahathir Birthplace
Founded in 1735, Alor Setar is
best known as the birthplace
of
two-time
Malaysian
Prime Minister Tun Mahathir.
Mahathir’s political career
has spanned more than 70
years, making him the oldest
serving political leader on
Earth. Alor Setar is situated
along the historical travel route
from Malaysia to Thailand
and steeped in Southeast
Asian history. The city features
abundant
galleries
and
museums, Hindu temples,
Moorish mosques, and historic
landmarks such as Nobat
Tower and the two-story home
in which Tun Mahathir was
born. The structure is now a
free museum and features
relics from the Prime Minister’s
life.
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Makam Mahsuri
Makam Mahsuri is the resting
place of Mahsuri, a young
maiden who was wrongfully
accused of adultery and
sentenced to death. Before
she died for a sin she
hadn’t committed, she put
a curse on the island that
resulted in bad luck for seven
generations. In the year 2000,
a seventh-generation member

of Mahsuri’s family returned to
the island from Thailand, and
the region experienced an
economic upturn, signalling
that the curse had finally run
its course. Mahsuri’s tomb is
a must-see for all visitors to
Malaysia.
How many of these places
have you been to? Make it a
point to visit all of them!

Sports Guide

New & Returning Games in
the Summer Olympics 2020:

Karate

Malaysians are incredibly excited for the upcoming 2020
Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan. That’s because for the first
time in the history of the Summer Olympics, which date back
to 1896, karate will be included as an official Olympic sport.
Malaysians are hoping to bring home at least one karate medal
from the 2020 Summer Olympics. In addition to being a worldrenowned sport, karate is also known as a great activity for
improving physical health, strength, agility and fitness.
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History of Karate

Most countries in Asia
developed their own forms
of martial arts, but Okinawan
Karate is perhaps the most
famous worldwide. While the
ancient origins of karate are
disputed, most agree that the
modern form was developed
in the 18th century in Japan.
Malaysia’s own indigenous
martial art is known as Silat,
which is believed to date back
more than 2,000 years and is
widely considered to be the
“deadliest” martial art form in
the world.
Malaysian karate exponents
travelled to Japan to train with

Sports Guide

karate masters in the 1950s,
after World War II. They brought
the sport back to Malaysia,
where there is an incredibly
diverse array of karate styles
and schools in use today.

Colour of Karate Belts in
Sequence

People who practice karate are
assigned different coloured
belts to signify their mastery of
techniques, skills and “katas” –
routines of karate styles strung
together in a performance.
New students in most karate
styles are assigned a white belt.
From there, they will progress
to yellow belts, followed by
orange, blue, green, brown
and ultimately, the black belt.
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Karate Belts at the 2020
Olympics

At the 2020 Summer
Olympics, viewers will only see
two belt colours on display:
blue and red. The participants
will compete in Olympic katas
with two competitors at a
time. The other Olympic event
is the “kumite,” in which two
participants engage in sport
fighting; the winner will be the
contestant who scores more
strikes against their opponent
in three-minute rounds. In
both the Olympic katas and
kumite, each participant will
be assigned a blue or red belt
at random.

Sports Guide
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Why Is Karate Especially
Good for Women?

Karate is a spectacular sport
for women because it relies
so heavily on skill to overcome
brute force. If a woman is
attacked, a male aggressor
is likely to overpower her
due to his greater size and
strength. But with training in
karate, a woman has a much
better chance of fighting off
and escaping an attacker. In
addition to self-defence, karate
is great for developing selfconfidence and fitness. One
area that women especially
excel at in karate is in the kata
routines, the routines which
are considered the most
difficult aspect of karate to
learn.

Karate Is Good for the
Whole Family

Most karate schools today
welcome students of all
ages, from small children to
grandparents. Everyone can
benefit from the fitness and

defence techniques that this
ancient sport offers. This is
why we offer karate classes
as an option at many of our
Clubs. Sign up the whole
family for a karate class today!

Food & Beverage

What’s Trending:

Boba Tea –
When Is Too Much?
Boba Tea. Everyone loves to drink this popular
tea, but can you drink too much of it?
The drink has been growing in popularity
since the 1980s, and now more than 50
different brands of boba tea can be found in
cafes throughout Malaysia. From black, green,
oolong and even white tea, the variants of this
drink have been growing.
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There are two main categories
of boba tea, aka bubble tea:
without milk and with milk.
Tapioca pearls are common,
although some bubble teas
contain popping spheres filled
with fruit juices. No matter what
type of flavours you prefer, you
can probably find a boba tea
that you love.
The price of boba tea can get
expensive, however. In some
places, the cost of a boba
tea can be as much as you
would pay for an entire meal.
Like anything that becomes
popular, price is driven by the
demand for this delicious tea.
Cafes work hard to provide

Food & Beverage
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quality boba tea, and with so
many options to choose from,
customers are willing to pay a
high price for this delicious drink.

they offer unique drinks for a
short time, but they also have
a signature brown sugar pearl
milk tea that customers love.

Out of the 50 or more brands
that are available in Malaysia,
there are a few brands that
stand out above the rest. KOI
is one of the more successful
brands out there, and the
business continues to grow.
They opened their first store in
2017, and they take pride in
using only natural ingredients
when making their bubble
pearls. Their goal is to provide
freshly brewed teas that are
brewed to perfection.

The Alley Malaysia is another
boba tea favourite in the
country. The Alley makes their
own sugar cane syrup and
their own tapioca pearls using
the best ingredients possible.
The most popular drink on
their menu is the brown sugar
deerioca milk, which includes
fresh milk, their homemade
sugar cane syrup and the
delicious chewy tapioca pearls.
Although there was recent

Tealive is run by Bryan Loo,
a popular businessman in
Malaysia that also owns
Gindaco and Croissant Taiyaki.
They have some fun with a
limited-edition menu where

news about a person who
loves boba tea having an
X-ray where their lungs and
stomach were filled with boba
and causing constipation, this
story sounds dubious. It is
unlikely that drinking too much
boba tea is going to cause
constipation, the reason the
consumer purportedly went to
the hospital in the first place.
Boba that contains sugar
shouldn’t be used for hydration
purposes, as anything that
contains sugar isn’t going be
beneficial to your health in
large quantities. Boba tea is
unlikely to cause constipation
or an intestinal blockage, as
the amount of consumption
this would require is extreme.
Boba is a great drink, and
can be enjoyed frequently as
a favourite drink without fear.

Members’ Privileges
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Some places offer a
pleasant escape from life.
We offer a pleasant
returen to it!

ENJOY 20% OFF

Spa Gift Certificates &
PURE botanicals products

RELAX & GLOW (90 mins)
CELEBRATE THE
SEASON OF
GIVING

60 mins Deep Tissue Massage
30 mins Express Facial

ME TIME THERAPY (120 mins)
Rose & Hibiscus Body Scrub
Vitamin C Body Mask
60 mins Deep Tissue Massage

MOM & CHILD SPA* (90 mins)
For enquiries,
please call Kiara Vita Spa

Tel: 03 2094 1133

60 mins Aromatherapy Massage for
Two Express Pedicure or Express
Facial for Two
*Child must be aged 12 and below
Terms and conditions apply

Members’ Privileges
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Spotlight
Chivas Regal Malaysia &
Nz Wheels

26
18 - 20 October 2019

C

hivas
Regal
Malaysia
invited Scotch enthusiasts
to experience Chivas The
Blend, a 3-day pop-up in a futuristic
dome at Bukit Kiara Resort.
An amalgamation of assorted
experiences was curated to play up
Chivas Regal’s motto “Success Is a
Blend.” Proud global spirits partner
to Manchester United Football
Club, together with NZ Wheels
Sdn Bhd, hosted loyal customers
and their families and friends to a
live viewing session of the English
Premier League match between
Manchester United and Liverpool.
Close to 200 NZ Wheels customers
and football fans converged
under the futuristic dome. They
were welcomed by the MercedesBenz A200 Sedan and A250 Hatch
Back while being entertained by
a spectacular play of lights and
gargantuan screens projected onto
the ceiling of the dome.

Spotlight
Gifts for two joyous festive celebrations –
Deepavali & Christmas 2019

27
22 October & 17 December 2019

O

n 22nd Oct, Rumah
Kebajikan
Anak-Anak
Yatim Sai Pandian received
some contributions to celebrate
Deepavali. They were handed
necessities such as rice, eggs,
cooking oil, sugar, Milo and milk.
Mr Sai Pandian was thankful for the
aid. The orphanage home takes
care of 32 children from the ages of
3 to 19 years old. The children also
received tokens from Faiezal Kamal,
club manager of Bukit Kiara Resort
Berhad.
30 underprivileged children from
Stepping Stones Living Centre
managed by Pastor Johnson
A. Rajahser received food and
household necessities from Bukit
Kiara Resort on 10th Dec. The
children received gift bags from
Faiezal Kamal, club manager.

Spotlight
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Gaelic Football

9 - 10 November 2019

W

hat an amazing weekend
at the Polo Field! Asian
Gaelic Games were held
at Bukit Kiara Resort. Gaelic football,
commonly referred to as football
or Gaelic, is an Irish team sport. It
is played between two teams of 15
players on a rectangular grass pitch
with a goal resembling that used in
rugby but having a net attached.
The object is to kick or punch the
round ball into the net (scoring
three points) or over the crossbar
(one point).

Spotlight
Equestrian Exchange Programme
& Riders Tour Competition

29
23 - 25 August &
29 September 2019

1st exchange programme was initiate in 2015 at Penang International Horse Show following the 2nd Programme
in 2018 at Singapore and 3rd hosted in Malaysia on 23rd – 25th August 2019 at our recent Bukit Kiara Horse Show.

Malaysian Team
(R-L : Irfan on Horse Donna Sasja, Raphael on Horse Prince, Arysha
on Horse Golden Jumper, Sophia on Horse Ariki, Zuladha on
Cookie n Cream, Hariz on Constantine, Muhammad U’zair on Haron,
Muhammad U’qail on Hemingway, Joshua on Darby)
3rd Exchange Programme in Bukit Kiara Horse Show on 23rd – 25th
August 2019

(Mounting on the horse R-L : Singapore Team : Tiffany Tong, Madison
Tong, Katie Marley, Caedan Paul, Victoria Rosekilde, Lucas Timothy
Lumoore May )
(On ground – R-L : Malaysia Team Hariz Kamaludin, Muhammad U’qail
Bin Abdul Malik, Muhammad Zuladha, Muhammad U’zair Bin Abdul
Malik, Joshua Teo, Arysha Kanda and Sophia Johari)
Singapore and Malaysia Team in our Bukit Kiara Horse Show on
August 23rd – 25th 2019

In September 29th, 2019 the riders tour to Philippines at Manila Polo
Club. Apart from exposure and experience gain, our riders are able
to compete with their borrowed horses and have the opportunity to
expand their riding horizon.
Our Malaysian riders that participated in the Riders Tour at Philippines
are Arysha Kanda, Sophia Johari, Norinne Ira Dewal, Faridah Baharum,
Nabil Ismail and Hariz Kamaludin
The team came in 2nd placing in Jumping clear round incurring 4
points penalties than Philippines during the competition.

(R-L : Norinne Ira Dewal, Arysha Kanda, Sophia Johari, Hariz Kamaludin,
Faridah Baharum and Nabil Ismail )

Spotlight
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Equestrian Exchange Programme
& Riders Tour Competition

(R-L : Johari Lee, Norinne Ira Dewal, Sophia Johari, Nabil Ismail, Arysha Kanda,
Hariz Kamaludin, Andika Jamaludin, Faridah Baharum and Syed Omar)

23 - 25 August &
29 September 2019

Malaysian – Philippines Team

Malaysian Team at Riders Tour in Philippines

Prize Giving – Malaysian team in 2nd placing

On 8th – 11th November 2019 Singapore again hosted their 4th programme
with Malaysian and Indonesia team
(R-L : Allya Khan, Rapheal Geyer, Arysha Kanda, En Johari Lee, Sophia Johari,
Xuan Lise, Joshua Teo, Muhammad U’zair)
Malaysian team at Singapore Exchange Programme
8th – 11th November 2019

Team Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia

Spotlight
Equestrian Exchange Programme
& Riders Tour Competition
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23 - 25 August &
29 September 2019

Overall Singapore Equestrian Exchange Programme combination
between Singapore and Malaysia Caedan and Raphael

Bukit Kiara riders. Placing 2nd Raphael Geyer, and 3rd Placing Joshua
Teo in Show jumping 70-80 cm

Final Show jumping Malaysia rider : Raphael won at 1st placing and
Joshua Teo at 4th placing in the class.

Team Caedan and Raphael won Champion in Singapore Exchange
Programme 2019

Spotlight
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Batu Pahat Sikh Diwali Golf 2019

9 November 2019

I

f you are a fan of golfing, you
surely know that golfing benefits
your body from head to toe. At
Bukit Banang Golf & Country Club,
equipped with 9-hole and 18-hole
golf courses, you’ll definitely find
the place of your choice.
On 9th Nov, Dato’ Jaswant organised
a golf tournament that managed
to attract 80 people to participate.
The tournament registration started
at 11.30 am and tee-off was at 12.30
pm. Indeed, it was lots of fun having
them on our course.
If you are interested to organise a
tournament, feel free to talk to us at
07-428 5431.
Our Golf Course
Operation Hours:
Registration:
7.00 am -6.00 pm
Tee-Off:
7.30 am - 6.30 pm

Spotlight
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Malay Wedding

9 November 2019

C

ongratulations
to
Mr
Shahrul & Ms Amalina who
successfully organised a
beautiful wedding ceremony at our
restaurant hall!
At Bukit Banang Golf & Country
Club, we offer catering for functions
and seminars that satisfies your
requirements. In total, we have
3 halls, namely the Indah Room,
Conference Room and Restaurant
Hall, that can cater for about 10
tables’ seating and up to 200 pax
for theatre seating. Events can
be held from as early as 7 am up
to 12 midnight. For seminars and
workshops, stationery and drinking
water will be provided.
Once again, congratulations to the
happy couple!
If interested, you are
welcome to contact us
at 07-428 5431
for enquiries.

Spotlight
Kejohanan Terbuka Golf Batu Pahat Piala YB
Dato’ Hj Mohd Rashid B Hj Hasnon
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9 November 2019

G

olf is a low-impact sport.
As a result, joints are not
subject to the stresses and
strains of more energetic activities
like tennis and running, which can
lead to long-term joint damage.
This makes golf an ideal activity for
older players, who, perhaps unable
to throw rugby balls around as
they did in their younger years, can
still enjoy this wonderful sporting
activity.
On 1st Dec, Mr Alias Bin Ali
organised a golf tournament that
succeeded in attracting 90 people
to participate. The tournament teed
off at 8.00 am. Indeed, it was lots of
fun having them on our course.
If you are interested to organise a
tournament, feel free to talk to us at
07-428 5431.

Our Golf Course
Operation Hours:
Registration:
7.00 am - 6.00 pm
Tee-Off:
7.30 am - 6.30 pm

Spotlight
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49th MITSUMI Technology MD’C Cup

9 November 2019

A

game of golf will almost
certainly improve your mood.
This is due to more than
just the fact that golf is inherently
a lot of fun. From a psychological
standpoint, exercise improves your
mood, decreases anxiety levels and
helps to manage depression. At
Bukit Banang Golf & Country Club,
equipped with 9-hole and 18-hole
golf courses, you’ll definitely a place
of your choice.
On 23rd November, Mr Yau Eng
Kiong organised a golf tournament
that succeeded in attracting
52 people to participate. The
tournament registration started at
7.00 am with tee-off at 7.45 am.
If you are interested to organise a
tournament, feel free to talk to us at
07-428 5431.

Our Golf Course
Operation Hours:
Registration:
7.00 am - 6.00 pm
Tee-Off:
7.30 am - 6.30 pm

Spotlight
Deepavali Classic Golf 2019
Charity Tournament

36
17 November 2019

O

ur club sponsored a fundraising golf event in aid
of the last fortunate in
conjunction with the Deepavali
celebrations on 17th Nov 2019. With
a tee-off time at 8 am and a shotgun
points system, the Deepavali
Classic Golf 2019 attracted a total of
92 players to swing on our greens.
During the prize giving ceremony,
a sum of RM2,000 was donated to
Pusat Jagaan Jayaa Sri.
Located at No. 1, Jalan Kesuma
7/16, Taman Tasik Kesuma, 47100
Semenyih, Selangor, the centre is
home to 15 needy children and 11
elderly folks.
Congratulations to our winners and
thank you to all who made the event
a great success!

